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ACROSS

5 Back in Lagos (3)
8 Budget option lantern

goes out at the end
(we tried to fix it) (6)

9 Mistaken nun rubs
aloe's target (7)

11 A burning sensation
sometimes stimulates
at first (3)

12 Passes plates (6)
13 "Chill!" said the

trickster (4)
15 On balance (if you

only consider the end
of the tryst) (4)

16 Yokel (American)
grabs British dandy's
scuba gear (6,4)

17 Drink it in confidence
(6)

19 Forecast that could
lead to a rain delay
makes great pitcher
get loud (6)

23 Gifted gardener
mixes nutmeg and
herb (10)

26 Student group's smell
starts dying (4)

27 Plans on returning
mystery meat (4)

28 A strange sensation
from sitting legs-
crossed (6)

DOWN

29 Not too distant
relative found mid-
caper (3)

32 Baked goods placed
around vermin and
scoundrels (7)

33 Cheeses sound like a
relief on a hot day (6)

34 Neither partner is a
Spanish lady leaving
the sea (3)

1 Mr. Armani tangled
intimately (3,2,3)

2 Ocean chore holds
ship's weight (6)

3 Dad's game is
essential for travel (8)

4 Dodge, in other
words, a bathtub toy
(6)

5 Six-pack occasionally
a fake (3)

6 A trustworthy source
teaching you Reddit
in the end... (3)

7 ...or Instagram, in the
beginning (6)

10 Father briefly takes
rest on Mexican
beach (5)

14 Brute accusation
tests true as often as
not (2,2)

18 Way off base jeer
loses a bit at the end
(4)

20 Mafia goons have a
change at the top,
now they're seldom
seen at cheap joints
(8)

21 Led back and forth,
beginning with "Hey"
sung over
mountaintops (8)

22 Drum beat oddly
(plus less energy)

24 Held back, Sunni
Americans stay (6)

25 "Warm drinks", the
start of evening
romance? A tricky
puzzle (6)

26 Song that slaps
bouncer's head with
rage (6)

30 Con's con is not
amateur (3)

31 Spearman holds
attention (3)
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